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Requisition hires:
● Emerauld Ross - F&A - SF (conversion)
● Joe Walsh - Product - PA
● Leon Ziemba - Technology - NY
● Delphine Ménard - CE - Germany

Contractors, interns & volunteers:
● Meenakshi Krishnan - Legal - SF
● Ritika Gopal - Legal - SF
● Loreen Ruiz - Community Engagement - SF
● Liz Williams - Talent & Culture - SF

Welcome!



Anniversaries
Ryan Kaldari (6 yrs)
Chad Horohoe (6 yrs)
Rob Lanphier (6 yrs) 
Jonathan Morgan (5 yrs)
Victor Grigas (5 yrs) 
Joseph Seddon (5 yrs) 
Adam Wight (4 yrs) 
Peter Coombe (3 yrs) 
Toby Negrin (3 yrs)
Keegan Peterzell (3 yrs)
Erica Litrenta (3 yrs)

Patrick Earley (3 yrs)
Elliott Eggleston (2 yrs)
Smriti Gupta (2 yrs)
Papaul Tshibamba (2 yrs)
Max Binder (1 yr)
David Strine (1 yr)
David Causse (1 yr)
Leanne Schreibstein (1 yr)
Sarah Malik (1 yr)
Petr Pchelko (1 yr)
Amy Elder (1 yr)



Community update



● Wikimania goes outdoors! In a town of 760 inhabitants by Lake Como, 
in the North of Italy, close to Milan. 

● ~1,000 participants have gathered through June 22 - 27. 
● Hackathons and Learning Days in the pre-conference, a main 

conference with 4 tracks: user digest, critical issues, movement 
discussions and training. 

Wikimania Esino Lario
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Wiki Loves Earth

● WLE Biosphere Reserves
○ photos of UNESCO Biosphere Reserves on Wikipedia
○ Covering 669 biosphere reserves in 120 countries
○ 10 winning images to be featured in UNESCO Man and the Biosphere 

blog
● 26 countries participating in the main photo contest

More details about WLE Biosphere Reserves at http://www.wikilovesearth.bio and WLE Albania at https:
//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Wiki_Loves_Earth_2016_in_Albania

Photo by Geosfot, CC BY SA 4.0



● Odia Wikipedia turned 14 years online.
Public celebration and three-day long training in two cities. Currently, 
there are 27 active editors and the project has 10,600 articles.

● Odia Wiktionary turned 11 years online.
108,482 entries. One of the most active Indic Wiktionary projects and 
is currently enriched by a 1930 lexicon by the only contributor and 
sysop.

● Punjabi Wikipedia turned 14 years online.
23,915 articles contributed by 40 active editors. A focus project of 
Punjabi Wikimedians (user group) that, during the celebration, 
received a DSLR camera to document community activities.

Indic languages wiki birthdays



● Italian Wikisource reached 100,000 text units
● Kyrgyz Wiktionary reached 200,000 page edits
● Armenian Wikipedia reached 200,000 articles

● 3 new user groups created; Florida Librarians of Wikipedia User Group, 
Wikiversity Journal User Group, Kentucky Wikimedians User Group

Wikimedia projects milestones & affiliates



July 2016
● Global metrics consultations

Update the collaboration calendar on meta if you 
have a survey, consultation or event that is reaching 
out to 50+ people: 

meta:Community_Engagement/Calendar

Upcoming collaborations with communities



Metrics



Update from Discovery - wikipedia.org

20th May: launched new footer on www.wikipedia.org

Source: https://www.wikipedia.org

http://www.wikipedia.org
https://www.wikipedia.org


Update from Discovery - wikipedia.org

This is the old footer:

Source: https://www.wikipedia.org

https://www.wikipedia.org


Update from Discovery - wikipedia.org

The effect: users slightly more likely to navigate to sister projects

Source: https://en.wikivoyage.org

https://en.wikivoyage.org


Update from Discovery - wikipedia.org

2nd June: language detection

Source: https://www.wikipedia.org

https://www.wikipedia.org


Update from Discovery - wikipedia.org

How does the site know the best language? Your browser tells it!

Source: my browser :-)



Update from Discovery - wikipedia.org

The effect: users more likely to go to Wikipedia in their language

Source: https://lv.wikipedia.org

https://lv.wikipedia.org


Why improve search on wikipedia.org?

A multilingual entry point to Wikipedia… now even more multilingual!

Source: https://www.wikipedia.org

https://www.wikipedia.org


Why improve search on wikipedia.org?

Around 14 million page views per day

Source: http://discovery.wmflabs.org/portal/#pageview_tab

http://discovery.wmflabs.org/portal/#pageview_tab
http://discovery.wmflabs.org/portal/#pageview_tab


Thank you!

Thanks to everyone in the Discovery Department who made this possible

What’s next? Check out our Q1 goals (July 2016 - September 2016)

Contact us: discovery@lists.wikimedia.org

Contact me: dgarry@wikimedia.org

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Discovery#The_team
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Engineering/2016-17_Q1_Goals#Discovery
mailto:discovery@lists.wikimedia.org
mailto:dgarry@wikimedia.org


Research



(like Wikipedia)

How college students use free online resources

Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Homework_(8120708019).jpg



Many college students use Wikipedia as a ‘supplement’

Why do they use Wikipedia?

● Accuracy and up-to-dateness

● Quantity and coverage

● Availability and ease of access



Since 2001, the way people use the internet has changed

● Trend lines point towards mobile, multimedia, and interaction

How have these changes affected students consumption habits?



Since 2001, many other free (gratis) content providers have appeared

● They provide different content, or present it differently

● May work better for some learning styles, subjects, contexts, and use cases

When and why do students choose other providers over Wikipedia?



What we did



Goal: understand student use of Free Online Information Resources (FOIRs)*

● A survey focused on which resources students used, which features they 
found most valuable

● Developed with students at the University of Washington

● Deployed by students via social media, listservs

● 214 other students responded

* “free to use, accessible via the internet, not provided by UW, not a search engine”



What we found



Rese
arch

to complete



Top 5 FOIRs

resource mentions

Wikipedia 74

YouTube 40

Stack Overflow 32

Khan Academy 20

Coursera 11



“It's well-maintained and generally understandable. I can go to it with only a 
little understanding of what it is I'm interested in and follow links until I feel like I 
understand the concept.”

“My profs don't allow Wikipedia to be used as a reference, but I use Wikipedia 
as a ‘jump off’ for research.”

“It is quick and easy to find information I need, though I know it is not the most 
reliable.”

“It's usually the first link that comes up when I look up a topic on Google.”

Why Wikipedia?







Full report: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:FOIR_survey 

Opportunities

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:FOIR_survey


Full report: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:FOIR_survey 

Thank you!

Source: “UW FOIR research group poster planning session” Jonathan Morgan CC-BY-SA 3.0 2016

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:FOIR_survey


Product demo



Demo by Wikimedia Deutschland TCB team

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:RevisionSlider

RevisionSlider



Executive Director update



Hi!

Katherine Maher CC BY SA 4.0

Hi!



Simionescu Victor CC BY SA 4.0



Wikimania

Wikimania Esino Lario on Facebook



shared language

SiGarb, public domain



ready for change

Photo by Jed Sullivan, CC BY NC 2.5



Photo by Manulela85, CC BY-SA 4.0

we’re not sure where change will take us



inclusivity

Photo by Claudio Giovenzana, CC BY-SA 3.0.
turtle of inclusivity



Photo by Zachary McCune, CC-SA-BY 4.0

let’s find more ways to bring people in



how can we be relevant and meaningful in 
new places

Photo by Christopher Michel, CC BY-SA 2.0.



future built together

Neot Mordechai Archive CC BY 2.5



Prepare for a 
movement strategy

Photo by Paul Weinberg CC0



Clear desire for a unifying vision

● Affiliate requests
● Community feedback
● FDC recommendations
● Trustee responsibility
● Wikimedia Foundation engagement survey results
● Major donor interest in our long-term vision



Challenges

● Staff burnout from 2014-2015 process
● Community dissatisfaction with inclusivity, engagement, and consultation
● Pending leadership search
● Strategy and vision should come from permanent leadership

Needs
● Engage Foundation staff with compelling vision
● Identify community and organizations operating roles within broader vision 
● Address and prepare for longer-term opportunities and challenges 
● Allocate resources against holistic strategy
● Build confidence in permanent leadership team



● Identify: 
○ Stakeholders
○ Resources
○ Timelines

● Review strengths and weaknesses of past processes:
○ 2010-15 Wikimedia movement strategy:

■ Process, strategy, results
○ 2016-18 Wikimedia Foundation strategy: 

■ Captures all assets and strengths and opportunities
■ Counteracts all challenges

● Capture stakeholder feedback (Board, affiliates, staff)
● Make recommendations for movement-wide process

Preparation and planning



Identify goals and build alignment

● Organize sessions with staff, Trustees, affiliates, and contributors around:
○ Strengths (our movement assets)
○ Destination (where we are going)
○ Purpose (why we want to be there)
○ Strategy (how will we get there) 

● Engage Foundation departments through discussion on department-level 
ownership of their part of the vision



July August September October November

Audit 2010-15 
strategy Strengths 
and weaknesses of 
process, plan, and 
results

Vision evaluation
- WMF
- Trustees
- Affiliates
- Contributors

Mapping vision
How do our current 
programs get us 
there?

Finalize 
recommendations 
Process and 
implementation

Board strategy 
retreat 

Audit 2016-18 
strategy Does it 
capture all assets, 
strengths, threats, 
opportunities? 

Evaluate 
fundraising Will 
current revenue 
model sustain us? 

Explore metrics 
How can we better 
measure against 
goal and vision?

Confirm 
agreement 
Present to the 
Board

Identify timelines, 
stakeholders, & 
actions

Confirm timelines, 
stakeholders, 
actions needed

Prepare for 
Strategy retreat 
with Board

Prepare for movement strategy

Simionescu Victor CC BY SA 4.0



Questions? Answers.



wikilove
LIVE


